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1 Introduction.

The NTT has been designed with proper light baffles to avoid light contamination from the sky. The M3 Nas-
myth mirror include a expanding baffle to be used with direct visible observations (Non IR). We describe the
actual situation and its problems, and propose to perform a baffling upgrade to decrease the stray light level.

1.1 Purpose and scope

This document recommends an improvement of the NTT baffling. The efficiency of the actual baffle is not
optimum with a high level of diffuse light reaching the instrument detector. It is particularly the case for flat
field exposures where the intensity correction is not as flat as expected. Flat field exposures, performed with
Susi through a pinhole mounted on the filter wheel, confirmed the weakness of the present baffle. Simulation
on optical analysis program also demonstrated the limitation especially concerning the grazing reflection of
the light within the Nasmyth cylinders.

1.2 Related Documents

[1] - Susi 2 Baffling Status - LSO-TRE-ESO-40200-1105 - issue 1.0 - O. Hainaut - August 2003

1.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations

CCD Charge Coupled Detector

NTT New Technology Telescope

EMMI ESO Multi Mode Instrument

Susi Superb Seeing Imager

2 Status

The present baffling of the telescope is not optimum for either Nasmyth sides. The use of the extended part of
the M3 mirror baffle is mandatory for non IR observations. 
The overall baffling efficiency is always difficult to achieve and depends on the telescope and instruments
ones. Improving the baffling quality is mandatory for photometric observation with precise flux estima-
tion.The baffling requirements are more restrictive in the case of Flat Field quality correction. The very large
field delivered by the telescope Flat Field screen can be a source of high parasitic stray light on the instrument
axis. The light is reflected and diffused from all the metallic parts near the optical beam. At high incidence
even blackened metallic surface can be acting as mirror. Unfortunately in the case of instruments mounted on
a telescope adapter using off-axis guider the available field of view of the telescope is more larger than re-
quired for the instrument only. 
The compulsory baffling test will be using a Flat Field illumination (or a bright star) on a pinhole mask and a
detector located at a “pupil” plane position. Any light not within the telescope beam will produce contamina-
tion.
A simple test on Susi using a pin-hole mounted on the filter wheel is useful to figure out the different area
where light is coming from. The wide field illumination is guaranteed using flat field lamps with the telescope
pointing a flat screen.
The equivalent test on EMMI is not easy to perform, it is not possible to produce a pupil image on the EMMI
detectors
.
On the following images the effect of the M3 baffle extension reduces partially the contamination effect close
to the telescope beam. The first picture shows very well the M3 area as well as the Nasmyth hole. 
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Mainly the picture shows from the outside edge towards the center:
• the two CCD parts with the separation
• the top part squared with the M4 front baffle

• the Nasmyth cylinder surface 

• the M3 baffle in lower position

• the M3 safety clamps

• Part of the Nasmyth shutter

• and finally the optical beam with its classical donuts shape

Figure 2.: M3 Baffle Up. 
Figure. 1: M3 Baffle down

Moving up the baffle also introduce a decentered shadow on the Nasmyth diffuse light pattern.
Almost all the stray light sources disappeared close to the telescope beam. Further analysis will be required
once removed the Nasmyth hole contribution.
Contamination has been also identified coming from the adapter encoders. The new baffle tube would have
the correct length to cover this light source.

3 Simulations

The telescope, including all the structure close to the optical beam, has been simulated using an optical soft-
ware to look for a baffling improvement. Several sources at different wavefront tilts have been also used to
show possible area producing diffuse scattered light by grazing reflection.
The main mirror, center piece, M2 with baffle, M3 with baffle, Nasmyth hole, M4 and Susi instrument have
been simulated.
The figure 3 shows the NTT and its structure. The mechanical surfaces close to the optical beam are included.
Through the long process of light source simulation with different field positions we can confirm that the mir-
ror baffles effects are largely dominated by the scatter from the Nasmyth hole. The source of scattered light
affecting the field observation flatness concerns both Nasmyth hole surfaces acting as a light pipe. 
The internal surface of the Nasmyth hole acts as a mirror surface even with black paint.
Once reduced the scatter from the Nasmyth hole the pinhole test will be repeated to detect eventual low level
contamination.
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Figure. 3: The NTT layout

4 New Baffles

For practical reasons of mounting, maintenance and manufacturing we recommend to install within the Nas-
myth hole a new Cylinder pipe with a proper inner surface preparation. The surface must be opaque, with high
roughness and black mat painted. The two disk baffles will be mounted as shown [fig.4] to reinforce the cylin-
der and ensure the field limitation up to the Guiding area.
The cylinder surface material is not mandatory and fiber glass could be used for the manufacture.
The baffle is located on a rotating area. The mounting has to be performed through the Nasmyth open shutter.
Three plastic pads could be used to set the baffle inside the Nasmyth hole leaving space then for the moving
surfaces. The internal surfaces could be sandblasted and painted with the black velvet product.
The cleaning will be easy removing the cylinder and performing the CO2 method.

The cylinder pipe has the following characteristics:
• External surface radius: 235 mm

• Internal radius not smaller than 230 mm
• internal surface with light diffusion and black velvet painted

• cylinder length: 1600 mm (from Nasmyth shutter to the adapter)

The two disks will be as:
• external radius compatible with the cylinder internal one

• internal radius: 200 mm 
• shape of the inner edge must be sharp

• disk thickness: 2 mm

• disk 1 and 2 located on a 1/3 and 2/3 of the cylinder.
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Details of the baffling are illustrated on the next figure.

Figure. 4: Nasmyth Baffling

Both Nasmyth focus will require the new baffle for the EMMI and Susi instruments.

The square baffle at the entrance of the adapter must be mounted in front of the M4 aperture. The size of the
aperture should be 110 x 110 mm.

Once the improvement will be agreed precise measures of the Nasmyth holes will have to be performed to
verify the available space.

5 Implications

5.1 Mechanics

Balancing of the telescope Elevation axis will be unaffected 
As mentioned early the new baffle pipe will have to be installed through the Nasmyth shutter hole
with the telescope oriented horizontally.

5.2 Software

Unaffected too. It could be compulsory to set the configuration change with a keyword
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5.3 Science

Of course the role of this baffle is too reduce the contamination by scatter and diffusion. The period with the
new baffle has to be reported within the configuration control.
Influence on baffling dismounting and re-installation after a cleaning operation has to be verified.

5.4 Maintenance

A regular trimestral baffle cleaning could be foreseen. The dust accumulation on the Nasmyth hole will be af-
fecting somehow the instrument cleanliness. Temperature difference between the telescope and instrument
area produce a “ventilation” effect through the Nasmyth aperture.
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